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Polk Monitor 5A Speaker System (Polkaudio 5A)

Item number: 5751854852
Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item.
List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Winning bid:

US $112.50

Ended:

Feb-19-05 09:39:23 PST

Start time:

Feb-14-05 09:39:23 PST

History:

2 bids (US $109.95 starting bid)

Winning bidder:

Larger Picture

Item location:

Oviedo, Florida
United States

Ships to:

United States

Shipping costs: Calculate shipping costs
Shipping, payment details and return policy

Financing available
$10 off your first purchase
if you sign up for PayPal Buyer
Credit and make a purchase
over $50.00 between 1/24/05
and 4/3/05. Subject to credit
approval. US residents only.
See details | Apply now

Description (revised)
Item Specifics - Home Speakers
Speaker Type: Bookshelf
Brand:
Polk
Cabinet Color: Wood - Dark

Wireless: -Condition: Used

Polk Monitor 5A Speaker System (1 Pair)
Here is a speaker system that helped develop Polk's reputation for fine speakers - the Monitor
Series. The Monitor 5A is made up of a 6.5" woofer/mid driver, 8" passive low frequency radiator
and dome tweeter that is only seen in Polk’s high end speakers. The woofer uses a butyl rubber
surround. This series of Polk’s were one of their most successful ever. They helped give Polk the
fine reputation they enjoy to this day. When you hear them you will know why - surprisingly low

bass, clear mid-range and a silky high end. This is one of my favorites in the Monitor line, ample
bass in a compact cabinet with that super airy Polk high-end from the dome tweeter. The
cabinets measure 10 1/2"w x 21 1/2"h x 9"d. This pair has walnut vinyl cabinets with removable
black grills. I would grade them 8 out of 10 on cosmetics, This pair is acoustically perfect with
working drivers. Original drivers are all like new cosmetically and functionally. Polk logos are
intact below each of the near perfect grills. These were well taken care of but do show some
signs of wear (paint marks on the side of one cabinet and some small chips on a couple of
corners. It would be hard to match this compact speakers sound quality, at this price, in a new
speaker sold today.
Serial#: 131107, 131122
I have enjoyed using these one owner speakers for many years and am only selling them
because I have recently purchased a pair of LSi15’s which I hope I enjoy as much.
I do not have the original box but I will take these to the UPS store for professional packaging
and shipment. Each speaker weighs approximately 25lbs a piece.
Speaker stands pictured in this auction are not included.
Select a picture

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services Available
UPS Ground

Available to
United States Only

Will ship to United States.
Shipping insurance
Optional

Calculate shipping
Enter your
US ZIP
Code:
Calculate

Seller's payment instructions
Payment via Paypal only, NO CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ACCEPTED. Shippment is FOB
Oviedo, FL. Buyer pays all shipping costs. Unit is sold as is, no returns. Unit will be shipped
within 5 days of payment receipt. If payment is not received within 5 calendar days of auction
end, item will be re-auctioned. Shipments to lower 48 only no shipments to AK or HI.

Learn more about how
calculated shipping
works.

Payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods.
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